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INTRODUCTION
AND KEY FACTS
Paul Street, London
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Introduction
Carbon Neutral Real Estate LP (the “Partnership”) is a Scottish
Limited Partnership that invests via an English Limited Partnership
(the “Limited Partnership”) in real estate assets in the United
Kingdom.
Threadneedle Carbon Neutral RE Trust (the “Trust”), a unit trust
established in Jersey, invests in the Partnership. The Trust is
an Alternative Investment Fund (“AIF”) under the Alternative
Investment Fund Managers Directive (“AIFMD”). The Trust is
regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission and is
treated as an unclassified fund for the purpose of the Collective
Investment Funds (Jersey) Law 1998. The correspondence address
for the Trust is that of its Manager, Threadneedle Investments
(Channel Islands) Limited, IFC 1, The Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey,
JE1 4BP.
The Partnership, Limited Partnership and Trust are together
referred to in this report as the “Fund”.

primarily within the UK office sector. All of these assets will have
been refurbished in whole or in part by the Fund, delivering high
specification, low carbon workplaces to meet occupier demand
across the UK in accordance with the investment policy and the
investment restrictions set out in the Fund’s Prospectus.
The Partnership was established in March 2010. The Manager of
the Partnership is Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited (the
”Fund Manager”), an FCA authorised Alternative Investment Fund
Manager. Other key advisory services are provided by Stanhope
plc (the “Developer”) and Carbon Trust Advisory Limited (the
“Carbon Adviser”).
The Fund Manager, Developer and Carbon Adviser are collectively
referred to as the “Key Advisers”.
The purpose of this report is to provide investors of the Trust and
the Partnership with an overview of the activity and performance
of their underlying property investments.

The Fund’s investment objective is to compile a quality Investment
Portfolio, comprising low carbon compliant real estate assets,

The Carbon Trust
Developing long term relationships
Background
Carbon Trust is a trusted, expert guide to Net Zero, bringing
purpose led, vital expertise from the climate change frontline.
Carbon Trust has been pioneering decarbonisation for more than
20 years for businesses, governments and organisations around
the world.

ensure high levels of contact time
“ We
throughout all phases, using a ‘soft
landings’ philosophy to make real
performance match design intent”

Carbon Trust draws on the experience of over 300 experts
internationally, accelerating progress and providing solutions
to this existential crisis. They have supported over 3,000
organisations in 50 countries with their climate action planning,
collaborating with 150+ partners in setting science-based
targets, and supporting cities across 5 continents on the journey
to Net Zero.
(Source: The Carbon Trust, 30 September 2021).

Source: The Carbon Trust

Carbon Trust property life-cycle involvement
Initial commissioning

Continuous and seasonal commissioning

Inception and
briefing

Design and
construction

Pre-handover

Initial
aftercare

Commissioning
team process
and strategy

Reviews of
commissionability

Training and
familiarisation

De-bugging

Briefing
Project team
assembled, roles and
responsibilities set

Source: The Carbon Trust

Extended
aftercare
Fine tuning and
structured POE with
energy and occupant
surveys

Performance
review

Practical completion

Carbon engagement

Commissioning management plan

Month 12
Carbon Trust “Soft Landing” process

Traditional process

Month 24

Month 36
Time
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UK COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY MARKET
COMMENTARY
Kew Road, Richmond-Upon-Thames
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UK Market Commentary
n The UK economy has continued its post-lockdown recovery, largely
fuelled by a surge in consumer spending following the easing of
social distancing restrictions and the success of the vaccination
rollout. The economy is now 0.8% below its pre-pandemic level
after recording estimated growth of 0.4% in August and 0.1%
in July 2021. However, growth was notably slower than the
4.8% recorded in Q2 reflecting the rise in Covid-19 infections
and subsequent ‘pingdemic’ requiring workers who have been
exposed to the virus to self-isolate to help limit the spread.
n Unemployment remained low at 4.5% for the three months to
the end of August, trending downwards from 4.6% in the three
months to the end of July. The UK government’s furlough support
scheme finished at the end of September with an estimated
1.5m people benefiting from its support at the close. The impact
of its withdrawal on businesses is yet to be seen and, while the
return to pre-pandemic employment levels is welcome, concerns
remain over labour shortages restricting the pace of economic
recovery.
n Inflationary pressures continue to be evidenced as a result of
rising fuel and energy prices. As at September, annual CPI was
recorded at 3.1%, marginally down from 3.2% in August, though
still significantly above the Bank of England’s target of 2.0%.
The Bank of England has revised the inflationary forecast and
estimates inflation to exceed c.4.0% by year end, before reverting
to c.3.0% in 2022. In response to these inflationary pressures,
an interest-rate rise in Q4 2021 remains a possibility and is
anticipated by money markets.
n Total UK commercial property investment volumes recorded
c.£13.5bn for Q3 2021, c.3% below Q2 2021 volumes and c.2%
above the five-year quarterly average. Q3 volumes were bolstered
by several large portfolio transactions, including Blackstone’s
acquisition of a Sale & Leaseback of Asda’s distribution
warehouses for c.£1.7bn, the largest warehouse transaction on
record. UK commercial property investment volumes continue to
recover from the economic shock of Covid-19, and there remains
significant pent-up capital targeting the UK property market,
reflecting increased global investor confidence.
n Total returns for the UK property market continue to be positive
(since June 2020), accelerated by a recovery in ‘All Property’
capital values as the UK emerges from Covid-related restrictions.
In Q3 2021, the MSCI UK Monthly Property index generated ‘All
Property’ total returns of 4.5%, comprising an income return of
1.2% and capital growth of 3.3%. The performance was largely
driven by the continued capital value growth in the warehouse
sector and the resurgence of the retail warehousing sector,
which has benefited from growing investor recognition, given
its resilience to e-commerce and relevance to future shopping
habits.
n Valuation movements reflected the acceleration of existing
trends and the recovery of the wider economy. The warehouse
sector recorded capital value growth of 6.2%, while retail capital
value growth increased to 3.2% (driven by the retail warehousing
sub-sector recording a 5.8% gain). The office sector recorded
neutral capital growth as uncertainty continued to prevail in the
occupational markets, reflecting a structural change in working
habits. This however was an improvement on the 0.3% capital
value decline in Q2. Sentiment in the office sector for ‘best in

class’ assets is expected to improve in Q4 2021 and the first half
of 2022, following the end of the work-from-home directive in Q3.
n In line with capital market trends, occupier markets have been
boosted by the increase in consumer and business confidence.
The warehouse sector has seen consecutive performance largely
as a result of diminishing availability causing inflationary pressure
on rents, with the sector recording rental value growth of 1.8% in
the quarter. The retail sector recorded rental declines of -0.4%,
whilst the office market saw continued growth at 0.3%, despite
the structural headwinds of future working behaviours.
n The ‘All Property’ net initial yield (NIY) compressed 13 bps to
4.71% over Q3 and, at the end of September, remained 14 bps
above the previous peak at 4.57% recorded in 2007, reflecting
the strong capital gain over 2021. With the base rate (0.1%)
and ‘risk free’ rate of 10-year gilts (0.7%) at such low levels,
the commercial property market continues to assert its highly
attractive relative income attributes.
n As we enter the final quarter, the UK property investment market
shows continued levels of high investor demand for selected
sectors, with a significant weight of investor capital pursuing
limited supply.
Central London Leasing
n Central London take-up totalled c.2.7m sq ft in Q3 2021, an
increase of c.59% quarter-on-quarter and c.12% below the 10year quarterly average.
n The largest Q3 2021 office leasing transaction was Facebook
leasing c.311,800 sq ft at 1 Triton Square, NW1 followed by
Travers Smith (law firm) pre-leasing c.152,400 sq ft at Stonecutter
Court, EC4.
n In the 12 months to year end Q3 2021, the creative industries
and banking & finance sector represented the largest proportion
of office take-up accounting for c.23% each.
n Negotiated and agreed Central London office leasing transactions
recorded c.3.9m sq ft in Q3 2021, c.22% above the 10-year
average and c.77% up on the same period in 2020.
n At the end of the quarter there were sixteen units greater than
50,000 sq ft under offer across the market, increasing from nine
in the previous quarter. The largest under offer was for c.272,000
sq ft at Paddington Square, 31 London Street, W2.
n Central London office leasing availability recorded c.25.7m sq
ft, declining by c.2% from Q2 2021 recording the first decline in
availability since Q3 2019 but remains c.68% above the 10-year
average and c.29% above the corresponding period in 2020.
n Secondhand office accommodation continues to drive supply,
representing c.75% of total Central London leasing availability at
c.19.3m sq ft as at Q3 2021 having doubled since the start of
the pandemic and represents a level c.175% above the 10-year
quarterly average of c.9.5m sq ft.
n The increase in secondhand office accommodation is due to
occupiers offering leased space that is no longer utilised (‘grey
space’) which as at the end of Q3 2021 accounted for c.41% of
all secondhand space.
n The Central London vacancy rate marginally increased to 9.1%,
from 9.0% at the end of the previous quarter.
n At the end of Q3 2021, c.10.2m sq ft of new office accommodation
was under construction, due to complete between 2022-2025, of
which c.30% is already let or under offer.

Source: Columbia Threadneedle Investments, MSCI UK Monthly Property Index and LSH UKIT Q3 2021 report as at 30 September 2021.
Please note that past performance is not a guide to future performance.
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Central London Investment
n In Q3 2021, investment volumes in Central London offices
marginally declined to c.£2.3bn, c.16% below Q2 2021. Yearto-date volumes totalled c.£6.1bn almost double the total that
transacted in the same period in 2020.
n The largest transactions in Q3 2021 were Assicurazioni Generali’s
acquisition of a 95% stake in Times Square, 160 Victoria Street
EC4 for c.£268m and Deka’s acquisition of 8 St James Square,
SW1 for c.£220m. A total of seven deals over £100m transacted
during Q3 2021.
n Overseas investors continue to dominant Central London
investment volumes accounting for c.62% of total transaction
volumes. European investors accounting for c.27% of this,
followed by North American investors at c.13% and Asia investors
at c.10%. Domestic investors accounting for c.38% of total
transaction volumes.
n Prime yields compressed by c.25bps in Q3 2021 for both the
West End at 3.25% and City at 3.75% given the continued weight
of demand for core assets.

Source data – CBRE Central London Offices as at 30 September 2021.
Please note that past performance is not a guide to future performance.
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KEY ADVISERS’ REPORT
69 Carter Lane London, EC4
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Highlights
n Appointment of new Fund Manager: On 1st January 2021,
Gerry Frewin, existing manager of the Threadneedle UK Property
Authorised Investment Fund, was appointed Fund Manager of
the Carbon Neutral Real Estate Fund. Gerry’s expertise is in
managing a diverse UK wide portfolio across all sectors whilst
undertaking complex repositioning and refurbishment projects
to enhance Fund performance and these are key attributes he
will bring to the role.
n Name change: Reflecting the certification of its office
investment portfolio to operational carbon neutrality in 2019,
Columbia Threadneedle Investments is delighted to announce
the Threadneedle Low Carbon Workplace Fund has changed
its name to the Threadneedle Carbon Neutral Real Estate
Fund (‘the Fund’) with effect from 14 May 2020. The name
change reflects the status of the Fund as a pioneer of carbon
reduction in commercial real estate assets through value-add
refurbishment and continued operational carbon management.

Source data – Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited as at 30 September 2021.
Please note that past performance is not a guide to future performance.

n Q3 2021 Asset Management
Following Notonthehightreet Enterprises Ltd (NOTHS) break
option at 63 Kew Road, the fund has negotiated and completed
a short term lease renewal over the part ground and first floors
to NOTHS at an agreed rent psf equating to £45psf. The letting
provides for a landlord’s break clause in the event the fund
secures a tenant for the whole building. As part of the letting, a
full and final dilapidations settlement was agreed at £477,750.
Separately, designs and preparations for the full refurbishment
of 63 Kew Road, Richmond are being prepared to refurbish,
redecorate and redesign the main entrance to the premises,
as well as refurbishing the common parts, reception and the
second and third floors. Works are due to commence early in
4Q 2021.
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Overview
Since the Fund’s launch in March 2010, investor equity
commitments of £218.6M have been fully drawn in order to fund
the acquisition of nine low carbon projects (three properties having
since been sold). The key purpose of the 2019 fund restructure
was to position the Fund for a further capital raise program and
the Fund Manager’s Investment Team continue to monitor the
Investment Market with the objective of identifying and reviewing a
pipeline of potential new refurbishment projects.
Investment Portfolio
As at 30 September 2021, the Fund’s Investment Portfolio,
represented by six properties, was independently valued at
£170.0M. Plans are underway to refurbish 63 Kew Road, Richmond
following the receipt of NOTHS break option.
The annual contracted rent roll of the Investment Portfolio as at 30
September 2021 is £9.0M, generated from 19 tenancies. Current
passing rent has marginally decreased to £9.0M from £9.6M from
the previous quarter due to the termination of the whole building
lease with NOTHS and subsequent agreement for a short term
lease for the part ground and first floors only.
The net initial yield on the Investment Portfolio is 4.9% with
a vacancy rate of 8.9% (MSCI benchmark of 9.7%) and with a
weighted average lease length below the MSCI benchmark (2.5
years compared to MSCI benchmark of 6.5 years). Furthermore,
liquidity is substantial with cash levels as at 30 September 2021
(after liabilities payable immediately post quarter end) equating to
10.4% of net asset value.
The Fund’s annual distribution yield (on NAV) for the 12 months to
30 September 2021 was 3.8%. In an investment landscape that
continues to remain starved of income, the Key Advisers consider
that the Investment Portfolio remains well placed with a distribution
yield generated from a portfolio of high quality low-carbon compliant
real estate assets.

Fund Performance – Total Return to 30 September 2021 versus MSCI/AREF
Specialist Index
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%
-2.0%
-4.0%
-6.0%
Q3 21
Fund

1 Year
3 Year
MSCI/AREF Specialist Index

5 Year

Past performance is not a guide to future returns.
Investment Strategy
The Fund’s Investment Strategy is focused on the acquisition and
subsequent refurbishment of UK real estate. In addition, subject
to supportive investment and occupational market dynamics, the
Fund Manager will look to raise further capital to further pursue
this strategy.
Concurrently, the Key Advisers deploy an asset management
strategy focused on maintaining high-level low carbon compliant
rental income aimed at removing void risk and creating value
for investors within both the Investment Portfolio and future
Refurbishment Portfolios.

Fund Manager
November 2021

Fund Performance
The total property level return for Q3 2021 of 1.6% was above the
MSCI All Office Quarterly Index (“MSCI Office Index”) total return
of 1.5%. Over medium/long term measures, the Fund performs
favourably with total property returns of +3.3% over one year, a
3-year annualised return of +2.6% and a 5-year annualised return
of +5.7%, compared to MSCI Office Index returns of +2.7%, +2.6%
and +4.6% respectively.
NAV to NAV investment return to unitholders for Q3 2021 was
+1.1%, below the MSCI/ AREF UK Quarterly Specialist Property
Fund (Weighted Average) Index (“MSCI/AREF Specialist Index”) of
+4.9%. During the twelve months to end September 2021, the Fund
delivered a total return of +1.9%, 6.1 percentage points below the
MSCI/AREF Specialist Index total return of +8.0%. Medium/long
term Fund performance demonstrates a 3-year annualised return
of +1.7% and a 5-year annualised return of +4.2%, in excess of
the MSCI/AREF Specialist Index by 6.6 and 4.9 percentage points
respectively.

Source data – MSCI/AREF Specialist Index and Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited as at 30 September 2021.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance.
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CARBON TRUST UPDATE
Quarterly Summary

by 11% compared to last year, equivalent to 81 MWh in energy and
18.8 tCO2 in emissions. This is approximately the energy that 2
average UK households would use in a year. Total natural gas use
fell compared to last year, the heat from increased activity in the
building offsetting the need for heating input, reducing by 7 MWh
or 1.3 tCO2.

1. Q3 Energy Performance Comparison: 2020 against 2021
ENERGY PER SQUARE METRE GIA, KWH/M2

50
40
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0

BBP
BBP
BENCHMARK
BENCHMARK
GOOD
TYPICAL
kWh Heating/m2 (per quarter)

Q3 2020

Q3 2021

kWh Electricity/m (per quarter)
2

Over the last quarter the Carbon Neutral Real Estate Fund
portfolio has maintained an excellent level of energy efficiency and
emissions performance compared to the industry benchmarks,
while total occupancy has continued on a positive trend. Against
the Better Buildings Partnership REEB benchmark for commercial
offices the Fund energy performance is 21% better than expected
for a “Good” building, as shown in the chart.
July marked the final easing of coronavirus-related legislation and
the lifting of the advice on working from home, however Government
advised that employer should ensure a gradual return to work. In
the quarter there was an improvement in total occupancy by over a
third, with more than double the occupancy compared to the same
period in 2020. This reflects a relatively cautious initial approach
by our occupiers towards returning to the workplace, however we
are seeing increasing occupancy density month on month moving
through the year. As full restrictions are removed, our occupiers
are looking towards other flexible styles of working, such as
hybrid working models or temporary remote working ‘sabbaticals’.
Currently occupancy represents around 22% of pre-pandemic
levels.
The improvement in occupancy of the portfolio has been a major
driver in the rise in energy consumption compared to Q3 2020.
During periods of low occupancy the portfolio has been able to
operate efficiently by using intelligent controls, air conditioning
that is able to operate at low intensity when space is unoccupied
and systems that can isolate and shutdown unused areas without
affecting building users in adjacent spaces. Now with occupiers
returning, more of the portfolio area is being used, and used more
often. This requires additional heating for hot water and cooling
to manage the additional heat from more people, lighting and
equipment use. This has resulted in electricity consumption rising

Tackling Future Emissions
As part of the Fund’s Climate Commitment and net zero carbon
pathway, major improvements in energy efficiency have been
included in the upcoming refurbishment works on the 63 Kew Road
building. These have been designed to compliment the existing
high efficiency systems in the building while updating technologies
that have rapidly progressed over the past 5 years which can more
effectively deliver efficient performance:
n Smart, internet-connected building control system that is
able to integrate non-traditional building management system
equipment, to provide more comprehensive data for analysis
and control. The building will be more responsive and
flexible, reducing the need for engineer call outs or specialist
subcontractors on systems such as lighting control
n Indoor air quality monitoring as part of the connected building
control, enabling a healthier indoor environment for tenants and
mitigate conditions that could cause illness
n LED lighting with connected controls to improve the visual quality
of the office and efficiency of the artificial lighting
n Solar panel arrays mounted on the optimal south facing aspect
of the building and maximising the use of vacant roof space
n Enhanced cycle parking with more space and improved security,
along with new and better shower, changing and locker facilities.
n New electric vehicle smart charging points that will maximise
the number of vehicles that can be charged by monitoring and
managing the electrical loads
n Carbon measurement of the whole refurbishment process to
benchmark against the net zero requirements for construction
embodied carbon
The mechanical and electrical works and solar PV will contribute to
a projected an annual saving 72 MWh of natural gas and 68 MWh
of electricity, equivalent to carbon emissions of approximately 28.7
tCO2e. The upgrade of the smart building control will further reduce
emissions with the internal environment conditions responding
more efficiently to the health and comfort needs of the occupiers.
This refurbishment represents a major step for 63 Kew Road along
the asset’s net zero emissions journey and a strong contribution
to our Net Zero Commitment overall.
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ASSET & FUND
ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE
Energy Efficiency
The Fund’s buildings have been refurbished to be highly efficient
and sustainable, each asset in the portfolio achieving a final
EPC rating of ‘B’, which represents an average improvement of
67% compared to their original ratings. This environmentally and
sustainability focused design places them in the top 11% of
modern UK non- domestic buildings*.
With this excellent platform of energy efficiency, the environmental
performance of the portfolio is ahead of the leading industry Real
Estate Environmental Benchmark provided by the Better Buildings
Partnership (BBP), which annually measures actual in-use energy
and emissions of UK commercial buildings.
Considerate Constructors Scheme (CCS)
The Fund focuses on sustainability during the construction phase,
as well after completion and in use, requiring the main contractor
to achieve at least 4 out of 5 stars under the Considerate
Constructors scheme independent assessments. Through this the
Fund ensures that each project is meeting key criteria that affect
the local environment:
n Generating less construction waste from site
n Diverting 85% of construction waste from landfill
n Minimising local disruption from noise, dust and pollution

Reducing Embodied Carbon Impact
All construction requires energy for manufacture of components
and materials, delivery, fabrication and assembly, resulting in
the associated carbon emissions from these processes being
‘embedded’ in the final building. Re-using the key building elements,
the foundations and superstructure, and minimising demolition
works, the Fund’s refurbishments create new space at a fraction of
the embodied carbon impact of new build construction. This was
measured in the most recently completed buildings and embodied
carbon levels were calculated to be 2.5 times to 4 times lower than
that of a typical newly built office†.
Wellbeing
Measuring wellbeing through building user feedback surveys
provides the Fund with an insight into how sustainability and
efficiency has an impact on the occupiers, allowing for adjustment
and improvement in current building management as well as
incorporating learnings into future sustainable building design.
A key KPI for the Fund is to achieve 75% overall satisfaction levels,
a target which has been met in all surveys undertaken to date.
Waste Reduction
Diverted from landfill where possible.
Recycled or reused.

All projects to date have achieved the required 4/5 stars.

Contractor accreditations and membership1
Average EPC improvement
from E to B

All buildings BREEAM
“Excellent”

Emissions 25-67% lower than
industry benchmarks

1.2 tonnes CO2
Per Person / Yr

LCW portfolio

C
D

BBP benchmark

-67%

B

-25%

A

1.5

1.2

E
F
G

ECON19 benchmark

Target

Actual

Source: Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited, 30 September 2021.
1
Accreditations include: BS ISO14001: 2015 Carbon Disclosure Project, UKGBC- Gold Member, CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme, CEMARS, Institute of Environmental Management
and Assessment, SKA Technical Committee Members, Strategic Partnership with Delos, the organisation behind the WELL Building Standard.
*Source: UK Government live tables on energy certificates, Q3 2017 through Q2 2018.
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/live-tables-on-energy-performance-of-buildings-certificates
†
Embodied carbon calculations were undertaken by the same structural engineer on 3 projects, based on sub- and superstructure models of each building, compared to
typical construction calculations they had completed. HTS, April 2018.
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Grove House, Hammersmith

5-Star GRESB Performance Global ESG Benchmark
to the Low Carbon Workplace
“ Certifying
Standard has been a great experience.
It helps us to communicate our
commitment to lowering our carbon
emissions and to demonstrate that our
efforts have had a real impact”
Winton Capital Management

Source: GRESB, 30 September 2021.
All intellectual property rights in the brands and logos set out in this page are reserved by their respective owners.
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LOW CARBON WORKPLACE
& SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Support health and
wellbeing for occupants
and communities

Use efficiency and renewables
to provide affordable, reliable,
and clean energy

Create jobs in construction,
refurbishment, and maintenance

Spur industry innovation and
creation of climate-resilient
infrastructure

Form the fabric of sustainable
cities and communities

Reduce waste of resources
to support responsible
consumption and production

Reduce GHG emissions to
support climate action

Save water and resources
to support life on land

Help to form partnerships
for the goals

Source: http://www.worldgbc.org/green-building-sustainable-development-goal ‘in line with UN’s “http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/”
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
All intellectual property rights in the brands and logos set out in this page are reserved by respective owners.
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CURRENT INVESTMENT
PORTFOLIO
£170.0m investment portfolio

n

n

Grove House, Hammersmith

41 Luke Street, London EC2

£39psf average rent
>£757psf average
capital value

Investor Distribution 3.8% pa

91.1% let

n

n

Mansel Court, Wimbledon

69 Carter Lane, London EC4

17.0% reversionary potential
to current ERV

Modern portfolio providing
protection against future
environmental legislation

£9.0M contracted rent
n

4.9% running yield
63 Kew Road, Richmond-Upon-Thames

WAULT to expiry 3.8 years
n

n

WAULT to break 2.5 years
Premier House, Twickenham
Source: Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited, 30 September 2021.

41 Luke Street, London EC2
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No.2 | 41 Luke Street, London EC2

No.1 | Grove House, Hammersmith

No.3 | 69 Carter Lane, London EC4

M25

M1

No.2

M25

Glasgow
Edinburgh

M11

No.1

M4
M3

No.4
No.5

LONDON

No.3
M25

No.6

Leeds

M25
Manchester

Birmingham

Bristol

No.4 | 63 Kew Road, RichmondUpon-Thames

London

No.5 | Premier House, Twickenham

No.6 | Mansel Court, Wimbledon

Property Name

Region

Market Value

Rental Value

Grove House, Hammersmith

Greater London

£41,625,000

£2,645,100

41 Luke Street, London EC2

Central London

£38,530,000

£1,943,000

69 Carter Lane, London EC4

Central London

£33,600,000

£1,749,000

63 Kew Road, Richmond-upon-Thames

Greater London

£20,325,000

£1,685,400

Premier House, Twickenham

Greater London

£18,600,000

£1,239,100

Mansel Court, Wimbledon

Greater London

£17,300,000

£1,047,100

Source data – Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited as at 30 September 2021.
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ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
Grove House, Hammersmith
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Material Changes
The Fund Manager confirms that there have been no material
changes to the following terms set out within the Fund’s Prospectus
in the quarter ending 30 September 2021;
n	Liquidity of underlying assets or the Fund’s Liquidity
Management Policy;
n	Special arrangements in relation to the Investor redemptions
protocol;
n	The Fund’s Valuation Policy.

Risk Management Report
Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited (“TPSL”) was approved
by the Financial Conduct Authority as an Alternative Investment
Fund Manager on 4 July 2014 and as such, under the terms of the
relevant European Directive is obliged to provide an independent
report of risks faced by Funds under management.

Gerry Frewin, November 2021
The key areas of risk impacting this fund as at September 2021 are outlined below:
Key:
Low Risk

Medium Risk

High Risk

Risk Description

Sensitivity

Measures

Risk Comment
(Limits exceeded/positive risks)

Liquidity

Low - minimum 5 year investment
period

Maximum liquidity margin 10% of
Net Asset Value (NAV)

Liquidity at quarter end: 14.69%

Leverage

Low - non leveraged fund

Maximum Leverage –
Gross Method: 1
Maximum Leverage –
Commitment Method: 1

Gross level: 0.87
Commitment Level: 1

Development Portfolio Exposure

High - Properties are purchased in
order to be refurbished to the LCW
standard

Percentage of total Portfolio by value
under refurbishment

Percentage of refurbishment
properties: 0.0%

Development Portfolio Letting Risk

High - Properties under
refurbishment are vacant

Percentage of property let 24 months Property let 24 months after
after completion of refurbishment refurbishment: 100%
target 80%

Market

Medium - Fund exposed to impact of
volatility within the market

5 year monthly total return volatility
using the MSCI UK All Property Index

5 year monthly total return volatility
as at 30 September 2021: 8.47%

Tenancy Exposure

Medium - Diversity of tenants

Exposure to single tenant as
percentage of total contracted rental
income

Current contracted rental income
from one tenant: 28.96%

Asset Concentration

Low - Fund's exposure to single
Maximum value of any single
assets within the Investment Portfolio property not to exceed 25% of GAV
of the fund

Maximum single asset exposure:
20.27% of GAV

Investment Portfolio Vacancy Rates

Low - Completed projects deliver
substantial income and newly let
properties to the investment portfolio

Up to 15% of total Expected Rental
Value (ERV) would be regarded as
tolerable

Total vacant ERV of available space
at end of quarter: 8.9%

Rental collection

Medium - Low rating dictated by
tenant quality, however increased
due to low diversification. Small
number of properties with rental
income focused on limited number
of tenants currently

95% of Rental Income to be
collected within 21 days of quarter
day

Quarter ending September 2021:
100% collected at day 21.

Single Tenancy – The Fund is sensitive to single occupancy
exposure because it owns several properties with relatively limited
scope to spread the risk. The highest single tenancy exposure is
to Winton Capital Management, who are responsible for 28.96% of
the Fund’s rental income.
Liquidity – The current level of cash in the Fund stands above
the maximum liquidity margin of 10% following the disposal of 70
Wilson Street to meet investor redemptions.

Source data – Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited as at 30 September 2021.

Asset Concentration – Whilst the fund continues to meet its formal
investment restriction, limiting asset concentration at the point of
purchase, single asset concentration is currently at 20.27% of GAV.

QUARTERLY INVESTOR REPORT

The Columbia Threadneedle Investments EMEA Property Risk
Management System
The Columbia Threadneedle Investments EMEA Property Risk
Management Team (the “Risk Team”) collectively provides risk
management services to all Columbia Threadneedle Investments
entities. The Risk Team function is led by the Head of Investment
Risk and the Head of Operational Risk reporting to the Chief
Executive Officer of Columbia Threadneedle Investments.
The Risk Team:
n	Oversees implementation of the risk management policy and
procedures;
n	Oversees compliance with risk limits within each property fund;
n	Provides advice to TPSL as regards to the identification of the
risk profile of a Fund;
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n	Provides regular reports to the TPSL Board and relevant
committees on:
– the consistency between the current level of risk incurred by
each Fund and the risk profile agreed for that Fund;
– the compliance of the Funds with risk limits identified in fund
prospectus or investment management agreements; and
– the adequacy and effectiveness of the risk management
process, indicating in particular whether appropriate remedial
measures have been taken in the event of any deficiencies;
n	Ensures regular reports are provided outlining the current
level of risk incurred by the relevant fund and any actual or
foreseeable breaches to their limits, so as to ensure that
prompt and appropriate remedial action can be taken.

A structure chart of the Risk Team as it relates to property risk is provided below. The Risk Team has an independent reporting line to the
CEO of Columbia Threadneedle Investments:

Chief Executive Officer
Chief Risk Officer
Head of Investment Risk
The Risk Team oversees TPSL’s regular monitoring of risk data
associated with property funds. Each fund manager receives data
relating to the funds within his control. Typically, this data comprises
a combination of:
n	Market Risk Data (see below)
n	Leverage Risk
n	Liquidity rates against desired ratios
n	Tenant credit rating
n	Tenant exposure
n	Rental Income and Collection
n	Vacancy rates within the fund
Data is monitored in conjunction with the investment rationale for
the property funds and any investment management agreements
in place to ensure that the risks faced by the fund are assessed
adequately and controlled appropriately.
The remuneration of the Risk Team is entirely independent of TPSL
and is not influenced by the TPSL Board.
The Risk Team is responsible for overseeing the provision of data,
risk analysis and recommendations that are reliable, timely and
accurate and its performance is the subject of regular periodic
reviews by the TAM internal audit function.

Head of Operational Risk
TPSL purchases Professional Indemnity insurance in order to
cover its perceived risks to a level in accordance with regulatory
requirements and commensurate with its needs as a responsible
asset manager. This insurance is purchased as part of the
Threadneedle Asset Management Group insurance arrangements,
is reviewed on an annual basis and is administered by the Property
Governance and Insurance Team.
TPSL fund managers and support staff collectively meet on a
monthly basis to discuss all funds and potential impacts/strategy
in an open forum, which is attended by the Property Governance
and Insurance Team.
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Important Information: For use by Professional and/or Qualified Investors only (not to be used with or passed on to retail clients). Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of investments and any income from them
can go down as well as up. Your capital is at risk. In the UK, the Trust is an unregulated collective investment schemes for the purposes of Section 238 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Accordingly, this document must not be
communicated to retail persons in the UK but may only be communicated to persons described in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Promotion of Collective Investment Schemes) (Exemptions Order) 2001 and to persons whom
units are permitted to be promoted in accordance with the FCA’s Conduct of Business rules. This document is approved for UK purposes by Threadneedle Asset Management Limited and Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited. Authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Investors are advised that the protections afforded by the UK regulatory system may not apply to an investment in the Fund and compensation will not be available under the UK Financial Services
Compensation Scheme. In Jersey, the Trust, which is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission, is treated as an unclassified fund for the purposes of the Collective Investment Funds (Jersey) Law 1998. The Manager of the Trust is
Threadneedle Investments (Channel Islands) Limited, Registered No. 82489. Registered in Jersey and regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. The correspondence address for the Trust is IFC 1, The Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey,
JE1 4BP. Units in the Trust may only be promoted in accordance with the aforementioned legislation. The mention of any specific shares or units should not be taken as a recommendation to deal.
This document should not be circulated to private investors. This document does not constitute or form any part of any offer to issue or sell, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe or purchase, any units nor shall it or the fact of its
distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with any contract therefore. Recipients of this document who intend to apply for units are reminded that any such application may be made solely on the basis of the information
and opinions contained in the prospectus and seek independent taxation advice. This material is for information only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an order to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments, or to
provide investment advice or services. This Fund is not registered for sale outside the United Kingdom and may not be offered to the public in any other country. This document must therefore not be issued, circulated or distributed other than
in circumstances which do not constitute an offer to the public and are in accordance with applicable local legislation. The analysis included in this document has been produced by Columbia Threadneedle Investments for its own investment
management activities, may have been acted upon prior to publication and is made available here incidentally. Any opinions expressed are made as at the date of publication but are subject to change without notice and should not be seen
as investment advice. Information obtained from external sources is believed to be reliable but its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. This document and its contents are confidential and proprietary. It may not be reproduced
in any form or passed on to any third party without the express written permission of Columbia Threadneedle Investments. This document is the property of Columbia Threadneedle Investments and must be returned upon request. Issued
by Threadneedle Investments (Channel Islands) Limited. Registered No. 82489. Registered in Jersey. Registered Office: IFC 1, The Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE1 4BP. Regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. The Manager of
the Partnership is Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited, whose Registered Office is: Cannon Place, 78 Cannon Street, London EC4N 6AG. Registered in England and Wales, No. 285988. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Columbia Threadneedle Investments is the global brand name of the Columbia and Threadneedle group of companies.
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